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Abstract

South Florida’s nursery industry was examined to isolate important factors contributing to a recent loss of market share. Results indicate that a wide range of problems afflict both the foliage and woody industries. Two of the most pressing problems are easy market access and a lack of basic supply and demand information necessary for firm-level decision-making. These factors are detrimental to even the most efficiently run firms.
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Significance to the Nursery Industry

Evidence indicates that, in spite of the economic growth in Florida’s nursery industry in the 1980’s, rate of growth is declining. Although part of this decline can be explained by growing competition from other states, additional problems persist. Easy market access and inadequate information on product supply and demand, are two of the most pressing problems. These factors weaken the decision-making capacity of firms and contribute substantially to business failures. Business failures, in turn, create considerable instability within the industry as new firms constantly replace old. Since new businesses require a “learning” period before they become competitive, inefficiencies arise primarily in the form of below-cost prices and poorer product quality overall.

Introduction

The nursery industry in the U.S. grew considerably during the 1980’s. Between 1982 and 1988 cash receipts rose from $3.4 billion to $6.9 billion, representing a 10 percent average annual increase (12). Nursery crops also accounted for nearly one-tenth of all farm crop cash receipts in 1988,
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underscoring the growing economic importance of the nursery industry within the agricultural sector. Averages, however, fail to reveal how this growth was shared among individual producing states. Although Florida accounted for the second largest share of total U.S. receipts, between 1983 and 1989 the percentage change in its share actually declined by 30 percent (13).

In contrast to more traditional sectors of agriculture where detailed production and marketing data have been collected continuously at the national level (i.e., weekly or monthly) for decades, economic information in the nursery industry is noticeably deficient. At the state level, this problem is even more acute. The purpose of this study was to arrive at a better understanding of Florida’s nursery industry and attempt to isolate important factors contributing to the state’s recent loss of market share. There has been considerable speculation and debate among individuals within and outside the industry as to what these problems might be, yet to date no effort has been sought to determine them in a systematic fashion. This research sought to ameliorate this information deficit by exploring key problem areas with informed people in Florida’s nursery industry.

Materials and Methods

Due to the scarcity of published economic information, a case study approach was employed. This approach utilizes a rather small, targeted (non-randomized) sample to facilitate in-depth questioning. Specifically, personal interviews were conducted to obtain a detailed understanding of the types, nature and severity of problems afflicting the industry. Personal interviews were also highly suitable for flushing out causes of particular problems and to explore unexpected avenues that surfaced during the interviews.

A survey instrument was developed with both open- and closed-ended questions. This was done to standardize the questioning and keep the interviews on track. Although published information was not available, there were individuals who were highly knowledgeable about the industry and many of its problems. For the purposes of this study, the four extension agents from the counties being examined became the information sources for the questionnaire. Two of the agents had over ten years experience with the industry, the remaining two had nearly twenty years experience. A series of 2-3 hour sessions were required to identify and rank the questions and to agree on the specific wording of each question to minimize ambiguities.

The design of this research emphasized the role of economic coordination. Of particular concern was how well coordinated the operations and activities of suppliers are with growers, and growers with retailers. For instance, is there satisfactory communication between sellers and buyers to ensure an optimal exchange? In analyzing these issues, a “mirror image” approach was adopted (11). The technique involves asking decision makers, who are on opposite ends of an exchange, their perceptions of a particular problem. Since each party’s understanding of the problem will be based on their own experience, the interpretations should differ.

Although Florida’s nursery industry consists of five major subsectors—cut flowers, potted flowering plants, foliage plants, landscape, or woody plant materials, and cut greens—due primarily to their economic importance, this study concentrated on foliage and woody ornamental plants. In 1988 these two subsectors comprised 66 percent of total annual sales in Florida (14). The study was conducted over a three-month period, from January through March of 1990. An area of the state which has high concentrations of both woody and foliage nurseries is southern Florida, comprised of Dade, Broward, Collier, and Palm Beach counties. Consequently, study efforts were limited to these counties. The interviews were carried out with people who were believed by local county extension agents to be most knowledgeable about industry issues. Respondents were therefore selected non-randomly and had to fall within either a production or marketing category: 1) Production—Woody or Foliage; 2) Marketing—Seller or Buyer (Table 1). A “Seller” was defined as a grower who wholesales his product and a “Buyer” was a retail garden center or chain store.

A working hypothesis of this research was that easy market access (facilitated by low-cost entry) in conjunction with unique product characteristics, such as the highly perishable nature of ornamental plants, remain central to this industry’s problems. A two-dimensional analysis was employed covering both firm- and industry-level issues. In the firm analysis, it was posited that a confluence of factors such as minimal efforts at marketing and product promotion, a lack of basic information necessary for effective decision-making, insufficiently trained horticultural personnel, and pervasive problems of business management all have acted as strong impediments to improved business performance. The industry-wide issue centers around the extreme ease with which firms enter the marketplace, with the attendant problems of oversupply, inconsistent quality, and a strong tendency to eschew cooperative efforts.

Results and Discussion

Part I. Business Management

For the issues falling under the general heading of business management, respondents were given four choices to establish their position on a particular issue—strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree. Results of affirmative responses of sellers and buyers are shown in Table 2.

Economic information. Both public and private market information systems have been established for decades in many sectors of agriculture. The value of information in the economic system has been the subject of extensive inquiry (10, 4). Moreover, the linkage between information and improved economic performance has been demonstrated empirically in numerous studies (1, 9, 5). Yet this key decision-making tool is largely unavailable to firms in the ornamental nursery industry. Responder perceptions of the information issue underscore its importance. Nearly 80 percent of sellers (growers/wholesalers) believed that current market information on price and production levels was ab-

Table 1. Sample design of respondents interviewed in case studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production category</th>
<th>Sellers</th>
<th>Buyers</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Woody</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foliage</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sent or difficult to obtain (Table 2). Of this group, 85 percent stated that this hurt the quality of their business decisions. Aside from their immediate competitors, many growers were unaware of developments and activities elsewhere in the industry. On the other hand, less than one-third of retail firms believed a lack of information compromised their business performance.

Management decisions. Buyers and sellers alike (100 percent and 86 percent, respectively) contended that poor business decisions were widespread and a serious problem for the industry. Inadequate knowledge of basic costs and returns was referred to by over three-fourths of respondents. However, the most common problem was over-expansion (86 percent) at both the grower/wholesale and retail levels. Misjudging market demand for nursery products (42 percent) and ignorance of the firm's financial status (58 percent) were cited as contributing factors to the over-production problem. Stated differently, the fact that many firms were overly optimistic about future sales as well as their business' profitability, led many to expand operations when they could not afford to do so.

Under-supply of horticulturally trained personnel. Nearly half (47%) of all growers and three-fourths (74%) of retailers believed there was a need for more people with horticultural training. While concern was notable at both levels, it was considered more serious at the retail end. This disparity arose from differences in the skills required to fulfill specific tasks. For instance, growers perceive their need as largely production oriented, that is, acquiring individuals with knowledge of propagation techniques as well as disease and pest control measures. On the other hand, retailers not only require production-oriented skills (many retail garden centers propagate plant material), they also need individuals with training in marketing and management. To underscore the seriousness of this problem, a recent study of Florida's nursery industry (7) revealed that only 43 percent of managers were educated through high-school and, for employees in general, less than 6 percent of the work force had any vocational or technical training. Unfortunately, given that wage earners in this industry receive 20-40 percent less than workers in other agricultural sectors (2), the likelihood of attracting additional skilled labor is remote.

Increasing government regulation. Eighty-seven percent of growers and 90 percent of retailers were concerned over the negative impacts of increased government regulation. In fact, 60 percent in each group strongly affirmed its importance. Nearly all respondents (81 percent of growers and 76 percent of retailers) emphasized the negative effects that restrictive legislation would have on firm cost structures, and whether or not these added costs could be passed on to the consumer. Because most ornamental plants are discretionary-type goods, they tend to be sensitive to price increases thereby undermining consumer willingness to absorb higher costs.

Part II. Production and Marketing

Market research. A common theme in marketing today is that customer satisfaction is central to business success. Tailoring product characteristics to the preferences of buyers is a key factor in attaining customer satisfaction. Monitoring changes in tastes and preferences must be part of this marketing process to maintain satisfaction over time. Yet only 10 percent of growers strongly believed they conducted sufficient market research to determine the wants of their buyers (Table 3). An additional 43 percent, although agreeing, expressed more ambivalence. The remainder did not believe that growers were attuned to the needs of buyers (retailers). Conversely, 95 percent of retailers claimed that retail firms did adequate market research to determine the wants of their customers (i.e., homeowners) prior to major purchasing decisions. Of this group, 30 percent strongly agreed.

Merchandising. Merchandising or "selling" is the second step in the marketing process. Fundamentally, it involves communicating information about the product to prospective buyers and implementing promotional programs to create incentives. At 90 and 80 percent, respectively, both growers and retailers believed they did a good job of merchandising (Table 3). Interestingly, growers who believed they were remiss in conducting market research (53 percent) felt they were aggressive in promoting their products (90 percent, Table 3). This appears consistent with Kotler's observation that most firms practice "selling" when they have overcapacity since "their aim is to sell what they make rather than make what they can sell" (8, p. 16). In addition, many nurseries are not classified as full-time busi-
nesses, rather than use supplemental income to sustain their operations. Many hobbyists or part-timers fall under this category, which represent a substantial portion of the total number of nurseries in Florida. For instance, of the roughly 10,500 nursery operators listed in the Florida Department of Agriculture's 1987 Nursery Directory, only about 10 percent of these were classified as commercial businesses (i.e., annual sales exceeding $10,000) (3).

Product quality. Poor product quality is a topic frequently discussed throughout the industry. Eighty-seven percent of growers and 80 percent of retailers agreed with this statement. Although both groups were concerned, buyers "strongly agreed" by a nearly 2:1 margin. In other words, the agents who received the product were more sensitive to the issue than those who sent it. Many retailers (44 percent) complained that consistency in product quality was declining, even with growers who had in the past been reliable. Interestingly, respondents attributed this behavioral shift to financial stress. Increasing industry supplies in conjunction with declining markets was incentive for some marginal firms to shortcut the production process and sell immature or inadequately rooted plant material. Maintaining high quality standards is expensive, particularly when product prices are depressed and input costs rise. One would expect variations in product quality to be correlated with factors like the general health of the economy, changes in product demand, and the degree of firm financial health.

Inefficient markets. Although overproduction was a major concern, by itself this term is too vague to be useful. More precisely, at any point in time there may be a simultaneous surplus in one product area but shortages elsewhere. Eighty-six percent of sellers and 90 percent of buyers agreed with this statement. Moreover, the fact that nearly two-thirds of each group strongly agreed underscores their sensitivity to this problem. Three observations on this matter are noteworthy. First, producer inability to satisfy demand effectively over time suggests a signalling problem between specific market segments and nurseries. Thus, their decisions on what and how much to produce were based largely on incomplete or inaccurate information. Secondly, due in part to the nature of the product, demand can fluctuate widely. This problem was noted by numerous respondents during the study period. Thirdly, production changes may not occur as rapidly as changes in consumer preferences. By the time a specific product-line is marketable, consumer preferences may have shifted to other varieties.

Part III. Product Distribution

Kotler defines physical distribution as planning, implementing, and controlling the physical flows of intermediate or final goods from points of origin to points of use to meet customer needs at a profit (7, p. 577). Implicit in this definition are three criteria useful for gauging the efficiency of the distribution system: 1) How the product arrives, that is, have the goods been damaged in the process of loading, transporting, or unloading; 2) Timeliness of delivery—did the product arrive when it was needed, and; 3) Completeness of shipment, including whether or not the buyer received what was agreed upon in the original transaction. These three performance criteria were applied to the ornamental nursery industry.

Interpreting results in this section requires care because a respondent's perception is partly a function of his or her relative position within the industry. For example in Figure 1, a grower is affected only by the actions of the input

![Fig. 1. Conceptual illustration of economic stages within the nursery industry.](image-url)
supplier (i.e., a supplier of inputs used in the production of outputs, such as fertilizers, chemicals, pots, and potting media used to produce indoor houseplants) whereas the retailer is impacted by both the grower and the input supplier. Therefore, one would expect distribution problems to be greater for the retailer than the grower. This assertion was supported by the results shown in Table 4. In the performance measures used for this analysis, buyers were two-to-three times more likely to recognize distribution problems than were sellers. However, during the interview process, buyers were consistent with growers in awarding input suppliers generally high marks in all three areas. In other words, both groups believed distribution problems were most acute at the grower-retail interface.

**Product quality.** Inconsistent quality, as affected by shipping practices, was considered a problem by only 13 percent of growers but by 43 percent of retail firms. This disparity was attributed more to problems in plant material than to input supplies. For example, products like fertilizers and pesticides are subject to federal regulations which firmly establish quality standards. Moreover, in contrast to plants, items like fertilizers and pesticides hold up well in the distribution process. Plant quality, on the other hand, could be jeopardized at several sources—at the initial loading, during transport due to poor packaging, rough road conditions, heat or cold stress induced by faulty temperature control units, or in the process of off-loading. A final possibility is that the problem resides at the nursery, and the shipment was simply poor quality at the outset, rather than a consequence of the actions of other system players. Regardless of the problem's source, a lack of quality assurance hurts sellers through loss of customers, a tarnished business image, and additional expenditures on advertising and promotional programs used in reaching new customers or placating old ones.

**Delivery timing.** Poor timing of delivery was cited by 36 percent of sellers and 51 percent of buyers. Both commercial carriers and nursery-owned vehicles are used nearly equally. A common practice of commercial carriers is to arrange for multiple pick-ups in order to improve vehicle efficiency. Although this procedure was cost effective, delivering goods in a timely manner became more difficult with each additional transaction. A second problem cited by 26 percent of growers was that retailers frequently altered their orders, or made last minute purchases. Preparing plants to reduce shipping damage is both time consuming and labor intensive. Responding to additional orders on short notice presents logistical problems, particularly when many nurseries are laying off employees to reduce overhead costs. A third and related factor mentioned by 18 percent of growers is the fragile and highly perishable nature of ornamental plants. This product attribute impacts the distribution process in two ways. First, as noted above, packaging plants requires a considerable investment in time and labor, and yet protective measures are essential if plants are to arrive safely. At the same time, growers were reluctant to prepare large orders too early for fear of exposing the plants to heat stress. This concern was particularly acute for nurseries lacking adequate holding areas. In a sense, then, this problem became self-feeding. Growers who chose not to pre-package their plants because of unreliable shipping services only exacerbated the distribution problem by imposing further delays on all succeeding transactions.

**Order problems.** Twenty-one percent of growers and 40 percent of retail firms cited problems with their orders; either the order was incomplete or they had received the wrong product. Put differently, roughly one-in-five growers were affected by the mistakes of input suppliers, but retailers were affected by growers at nearly twice that rate. As in the case of inconsistent quality, these problems undermine business efficiency by causing firms to undergo the time and expense associated with rectifying mistakes.

**Concluding statement.** The areas discussed in this study—business management, production and marketing, and product distribution—shed light on some factors believed to affect the economic performance of Florida's nursery industry. Three problems highlighted were product quality, market information, and business management techniques. Potential solutions are now summarized briefly.

Part of the reason for the variability in product quality is the relative ease with which new firms enter this industry (6). In economic parlance, this attribute is referred to as low "entry and exit barriers." From an industry's perspective, the relevant issue is, without some form of check-off system such as a marketing order, how can these barriers be raised? One alternative is for state trade organizations to implement voluntary grades and standards for their products. A trade logo which guaranteed quality could be sold to "certifiable" growers or retailers. Certification could be imposed by the industry itself. Although the program would have substantial start-up costs, in the longer term benefits should exceed costs as buyers turned increasingly to more reliable and less risky certified growers.

---

Table 4. Distribution issues affecting firm and industry performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market category</th>
<th>Sellers</th>
<th>Buyers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SA</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistent quality</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery time poor</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipment wrong or incomplete</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*SA = strongly agree; A = agree.

*Inconsistent product quality, as affected by shipping practices (e.g. loss of plants and/or plant quality).

*Timing of pick-up and/or deliveries was a problem (i.e., arrive too late).

*Shipment received was either wrong or incomplete.
Good information is central to effective decision-making. For the most part, nursery data collected by state and federal agencies is limited to annual production and sales estimates. For the immediate future, additional assistance is unlikely. Rather than wait, this industry could establish a three-tiered electronic information network for use by participating firms and organizations. Using a standardized program, members of local chapters could provide production, price, and sales information on key commodities. In turn, local chapters could compile these data for their own use, and pass them on to state organizations. State associations would receive chapter-level data, analyze them and disseminate results back to participating members. Over time, a relatively good estimate of production and price trends of key commodities could be established.

Finally, results from this study indicate that improvements in business management practices are needed by many nurseries. Adopting and maintaining good record-keeping systems and evaluating this information regularly can contribute greatly to the financial health of firms and the collective performance of the industry. State trade organizations should promote the use of financial management systems more actively through their magazines, newsletters, and convention workshops. Numerous low-cost, easy-to-use computer packages are presently available on the market. Well trained University personnel offer educational programs to facilitate the transfer of this important technology. Recognizing the need, understanding the benefits, and overcoming the resistance to improved management practices remain the greatest obstacles to adoption by Florida’s nursery industry.
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